
 

... On Windows 10, apps and games run from portable files named.appx and.appxbundle, respectively. Currently these files are primarily used for their compact size and convenience, but some other advantages have been discovered. Here is a list of all the.appx and.appxbundle features that are not documented in the User... Visual Studio 2017 brings a new
installation and extension mechanism to developers..NET Core and ASP.NET Core templates can be installed as extensions, and you can install a template and also choose to include its documentation. Create templates New extension dialog The new template management user interface... Visual Studio 2017 has greatly improved the way Visual Studio’s IDE works
with source control. In addition to checking code out, code can be checked in, new branches, and removed branches can be created. In this article we’ll walk through the initial setup of a new project, adding the first source control... We’ve seen in this series of Visual Studio 2017 articles how to debug applications and interact with the IDE from within the native
‘IntelliTrace’ tool. In this series we’re going to look at the new debugging features provided in VS 2017, including a new profiler, the ability to attach to managed threads and... Visual Studio Team Services (VSTS) now supports app evaluation using Visual Studio 2017. New VS app evaluation scenario In VS 2017 there are several new features available to provide a
rich development experience. One of them is the ability to evaluate an app using multiple environments, in this case... When debugging an application with Visual Studio 2017, you can see the types and members of a variable while you are debugging. In this article we’ll take a look at the new debugging features available in VS 2017, including new options to inspect
and visualize the value of variables during... Downloaded binary code from the internet is generally pretty easy to find and identify with the built-in reflector functionality. If you are looking for a binary blob of a different kind, you can use the dotpeek command line utility to obtain the source code for a given assembly. In this article we’ll explore the... Visual Studio
2017 now allows you to set the size of the window that will be used to view the Disassembly Window by default, as well as the number of rows and columns. You can view all these new settings by clicking the ellipsis in the 70238732e0
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Windows P2P Extension Pack is the easy to use to help users share, download, upload and store files and create folders on your computer. The program combines a number of peer to peer downloaders with a redesigned Windows Explorer interface and supports different user interfaces. Windows P2P Extension Pack is free, fast, and reliable peer to peer file sharing
software. Using it is as easy as copy and paste. Its user friendly interface is helpful and easy to use for everyone. Features: Windows Explorer Interface Integration Windows P2P Extension Pack integrates a Windows Explorer interface that makes it easy to find, download, share, and create folders. Anonymous Connection With Windows P2P Extension Pack, you
can anonymously download large files, share videos, games, and other files on the Internet. Fastest Downloading Experience Using Windows P2P Extension Pack, you can download multimedia files faster than ever before. Windows P2P Extension Pack provides downloading technology that other peer to peer downloaders cannot provide. Easily Access File Sharing
with Built-In Windows Explorer Interface Windows P2P Extension Pack includes a redesigned Windows Explorer interface, which lets you easily find, download, share, and create folders on your computer. Moreover, this program can be started automatically when you connect to the Internet, so you can enjoy downloading any files on your computer with a single
click. Support Different File Types Windows P2P Extension Pack supports various file formats, such as MP3, MPEG4, WMV, and GIF, and supports more than one file format at a time, so that you can download, share, and publish the same file formats simultaneously. KEYMACRO is a powerful file sharing program that allows users to automatically download
files in torrents and organize your files in folders. Moreover, KEYMACRO allows you to unpack and convert zip, rar, 7z, tgz, gz, z, tar, tb, cab and many other archive files, thus making it possible to download, share, and store files from the Internet, regardless of where they are. KEYMACRO can be downloaded free of charge, and includes all the functionality that
users need for sharing. Key Features: 1. Unlimited number of simultaneous connections 2. Resume and restart any unfinished file download 3. A dedicated torrent client to download torrent files. 4. Start the download immediately. 5. Advanced unrar or unzip technology to unpack 7zip,
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